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CDI POINT OF SALES – GENERAL

INTRODUCTION
From the early 90s, Microsoft’s Windows operating environment
became so popular that everybody recognized then that Windows
based software was on the way of becoming the industry standard.
However, by the end of the millennium existing POS systems on the
market were either DOS based or extremely weak and very plain
Windows applications. CDI took a hard look at the market and
decided that a truly Powerful Windows based next generation POS
software was due. We decided to rewrite our Point-Of-Sale Module from the ground up, taking
advantage of the most advanced technology to make stores using our POS System as much a
Non Stop operation as possible. In addition we crate a powerful POS system for multi-store and
chains with the need to interface with there warehousing operations. Our timing was perfect;
several major developments in the computer industry worked in our favor making our efforts pay
off beyond expectations.

Microsoft’s operating systems, Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 based.
Full strength Data Bases are been used.
Our Data Replication Technology was ready to be used in the Windows network
environment.
This replication allows every cash register and the office server to have the information of
all cash register, but allowing continues operation even when there is no network
available.

As a result, CDI Point Of Sale System is not just another Windows based program, but a
prominent Data Base Point-of-Sale software with true Graphical and Touch Screen user
interfaces coupled with exceptional reliability and high performance.
Combining our 20+ years experience in serving our customers and very powerful software tools
available to us, CDI Point Of Sale System is a feature-rich system suitable for retailers ranging
from one to hundreds of stores.

CDI Point of Sale is a powerful, easy to use,
customizable, and affordable software for:

Retail Stores
Chain Stores
Department Stores
Supermarkets

Following is a detailed listing of some of the features and
capabilities of CDI Point Of Sale System covering:

Sales Entry & Cashier Control
Inventory Control Purchase Order Interface
Customer Tracking
Reports and Analysis



GENERAL – OPERATIONS

Multi-user: Supports multiple cash registers and back-end stations simultaneously.
Multi-store: Handles multiple stores with independent inventories.
CDI Point Of Sale is particularly suitable for chain stores.  In addition to track sales and
inventory in each store independently, stock items can be transferred among stores, and
customized consolidated sales/inventory reports can be generated for any number of
stores.
CDI Point Of Sale employs sophisticated Replication Technology, which makes
communication between POS stations and the back office automatic and efficient.
Flexible configuration: CDI Point Of Sales can be configured as a cash register for Simple
cash and carry operations or as a complex sales station with full invoicing capabilities
including interface to Accounts Receivable.
Security: CDI Point Of Sales tracks every user’s access and restricts unauthorized use.
Each transaction is time-stamped and staff-stamped, thus you can audit every
user’s activities.
Connectivity: Multiple PCs are connected through Local Area Networks at store level and
thru Internet or phone lines (via modem) to the back office system.
User  Definable Options: You can define the list of options available to the user. For
example, at the sales station, you can block out options not appropriate for use by the
cashier such as access to the Inventory Module, refunds cashier balance information, etc.

GENERAL – TECHNICAL

High Performance: Written in Fourth Generation Language, CDI Point Of
Sale is delivered with the most advanced object oriented programming technique.
Scalability: Based on Windows CDI Point Of Sale takes full advantage the latest
technology and advances on OS.
It works efficiently for a single-user system or for a server network of hundreds of users.
Advanced Database: The System is natively connected to the Database engine. Such a
powerful database enables the efficient manipulation of data.
User-Definable: The user has full control on how the program works and looks. Allows
the user to enable/disable any feature and to restrict access of any given feature from
staff. You can change the images of buttons and icons.
Internet/Intranet ready: It can run from a virtual private network via the Internet or
intranet. Also utilizes E-mail capabilities via Internet for data replication
and communication.
Ease of Use: The system is true GUI (Graphical User Interface) software built from the
ground up, complete with touch-screen interface, mouse/function key support, and
Windows style compliance. It is generations ahead of other Point-Of-Sale programs
ported from DOS or UNIX systems.



SALES ENTRY

It tracks all cashier operations and produce detailed audit reports which track all activities
at the POS station, including price change, void, and timestamp on every line item.
Full field editing capability during sales entry. Easy to use and modify. No codes or
commands to memorize.
Customer look-up by name, phone or number. Allows easy search through customer
“browse” feature. Ability to view customer information and view customer sales history at
POS station.
Full Accounts receivable module. Customer number can be entered at POS station and
system will default to a specified price, discount or price level to more quickly process
different types of customers such as retail, wholesale, and membership
Alerts purchasing module at back office when selling out-of-stock items.
Ability to enter inventory by SKU, UPC or manufacturer’s serial number. Supports Most
bar code formats such as code 3 of 9, Interleave 2 of 5, and UPC.
Inventory search by SKU, UPC, Vendor, Description. Allows easy inventory,
search through inventory file “browsing”,
Ability to sell, exchange, or take a return, all in one transaction. Ability to track the original
sale  transaction for a returned item.
Ability to issue and redeem store credit and gift certificates.
Ability to sell by a color/size matrix. For clothing, shoes etc.
Automatically updates all inventory quantity-on-hand in real time.
 Allows printing a message on the receipt such as a seasonal promotion or company’s
returns policy.
Ability to reconcile your cash drawer by simply counting the money (bills and coins) in
your drawer. Will automatically compute over/short and summarize sales by payment
methods.
Ability to list all checks and/or credit cards in detail. At end-of-day, can automatically print
X- and Z-type reports as well as deposit slips (with detailed listing of checks).
Ability to view the sales summary at any time of the day, even remotely.
Sales information can be automatically be send to the office.
Cashier can move from a station with his/her drawer and his/her transactions will move
with cashier to the new cash register.
Store manager can balance the cashier at office PC or at any cash register.

CDI Point Of Sale converts your computer into a powerful cash
register or sales order/entry station. It is very easy to use and there
are no codes to memorize all necessary help messages are
displayed on the screen or one mouse-click away. Typically, a
cashier can be trained to use the system in less than one hour.
It supports and uses receipt printers, electronic cash drawer, bar
code scanners either counter based or hand held, customer pole
display, etc.


